EXPERIENCE & EXPERTISE
PROVIDE A SUITABLE
SOLUTION
Nugent has paid close attention to customer feedback and always
responding to the demand of its client base has led to the design and
manufacture of the new Spirit 20 horse trailer for smaller horses
and ponies. This is the product for which Nugent required the help
of MPM.

SUPPLIER:
MPM Bradford
CLIENT:
Nugent Trailers
PROJECT:
Design & manufacture of new
Spirit 20 horse trailer RTM
Moulds and prototypes
RESULTS:
Innovative design & advice
offering bespoke solution

“The team at MPM are a
fantastic find. Their skill base
and knowledge is amazing,
they have made our vision
of a perfect horse box come
to life. The quality of the end
product is second to none”

Andy Colhoun,
Operations Manager
Nugent Trailers

Over the years customers have repeatedly asked
for a horse trailer built in the same vein as that
which Nugent has built its reputation on, with
strength, quality and reliability. The challenge for
the design engineers was to ensure the safety
of the horse and owner was incorporated into
the design together with strength and styling,
whilst designing one of the finest horse trailers
on the market, built to last. Combining advanced
technology with the input of MPM’s knowledge and
experience with the finest of materials, Nugent has
created a thoroughbred horse trailer that is full of
innovation.
Andy Colhoun found MPM through a mutual
contact who recommended them highly and
have had their expectations exceeded by the
work that MPM have completed. The innovative
design required a supplier that had the expertise
to provide a suitable solution, MPM were that
supplier.

Making a project come to life
Planning and systems providing efficient
solutions
Best communication we have ever
experienced
“What has made the project even more stress
free, is the way in which MPM have the project
planning and systems in place that provides the
best communication between supplier and client
that we have ever seen. We recommend them to all
our contacts without hesitation. In my 15 years of
sourcing suitable composite suppliers, MPM are top
of the list and continue to exceed our expectations.”

Nugent supplied MPM with a Solidworks CAD file of
their innovative horse trailer and they were able to
take this and the associated 3-D models and turn
them into the finished moulds along with providing
some sample products.
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